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Abstract

The proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT) in conjunction with edge computing has recently opened up several possibilities for several new applications. Typical examples are Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) that are deployed for rapid disaster response, photogrammetry, surveillance, and environmental monitoring. To support the flourishing development of Machine Learning assisted applications across all these networked applications, a common challenge is the provision of a persistent service, i.e., a service capable of consistently maintaining a high level of performance, facing possible failures. To address these service resilient challenges, we propose APRON, an edge solution for distributed and adaptive task planning management in a network of IoT devices, e.g., drones. Exploiting Jackson’s network model, our architecture applies a novel planning strategy to better support control and monitoring operations while the states of the network evolve.

To demonstrate the functionalities of our architecture, we also implemented a deep-learning based audio-recognition application using the APRON North-Bound interface, to detect human voices in challenged networks. The application’s logic uses Transfer Learning to improve the audio classification accuracy
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and the runtime of the UAV-based rescue operations.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the proliferation of mobile computing and Internet-of-Things (IoT), where billions of mobile and IoT devices are connected to the Internet, generating large datasets to be consumed by several (distributed) applications. A subset of these applications requires IoT devices to be separately programmed to perform a mission independently. Typical examples of such scenarios are heterogeneous networks composed by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), e.g., drones, and other IoT sensors, that together connect a plethora of sensors, including hyperspectral cameras, microphones, or civilian tablets and smartphones [1, 2]. These systems have been employed in the past with success to support first responders in man-made or natural disaster scenarios [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The role of drones in the IoT in general, and in disaster response in particular, could become even more prominent in the future as they have the potential to enable, improve, and optimize novel and existing rescue operations and services. More broadly, autonomous and semi-autonomous drones will undoubtedly continue to help humans also in other tasks, spanning from industrial inspection to survey operations to military operation support.

A network of drones can be used to collect large quantities of data, that can then be uploaded at the edge of the network for heavy audio/video processing, where resources to execute Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are available [3, 4].

In the conditions imposed by challenged networks such as those present after a natural disaster scenario, keeping such IoT devices well-functioning could be a challenge [9, 3]. Although delay and disruption tolerant protocols and architectures exist [10], the problem of maintaining an acceptable quality of service with stringent delays for these networks depends not only on the quality of the connectivity, but also on the dynamic nature of the tasks that the drones
are required to accomplish.

Both centralized [11, 12] and distributed [13, 14] approaches that allow an edge network of IoT devices, drones, or robots in general, to provide a persistent and adaptive service already exist. Some of them focus on the resilient mission planning problem [14], others on agents’ health-aware solutions [13]. Others yet [12] concentrate on the problem of enabling multi-agent teams to autonomously tackle complex, large-scale missions, over long time periods in the presence of actuator failures.

These solutions have sound design, and they address different failure models under specific applications, but a unique solution that ensures a resilient drone mission execution, under all possible failure models and applications probably cannot exist. To this end, we propose an Architecture for the Programmability of RObotic Networks (APRON), extending our preliminary results presented in [15] with a more in-depth evaluation and a practical example of AI application for UAVs. The architecture enables the programmability of different mechanisms involved in the mission execution problem of UAVs or other edge-based distributed agents. APRON is a software layer that sits between the (robotic) operating system (e.g., ROS) [16]) and any IoT software application. The APRON architecture contains classical network management mechanisms, such as network monitoring, repair, and control operations e.g., neighbor discovery, as well as mechanisms specific to the resilient mission execution problem, e.g., adaptive control, and neighbor failure estimation. Finally, it provides a NorthBound interface for application programmers.

Our contribution in this paper is two-fold. First, we detail our middleware architecture for IoT device management and propose an optimization algorithm for task re-scheduling, in case of an IoT device experiencing a failure. Second, we introduce a disaster response application as an AI use case application that uses APRON’s underlying resilient network services. Our application is designed to detect sounds generated by humans, for example, those that are victims of a natural or man-made disaster to be rescued, or survivors to locate under an avalanche, where video alone may be insufficient. In particular, our edge audio
processing application uses Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) techniques to classify the audio sent from the drone fleet and helps locate human sounds. The speed is crucial for rescue operations; hence, we explored and exploited the properties of Transfer Learning to reduce the training time and increase the classification accuracy (human/non-human sound).

We also used a Mission Allocation Simulator [17], to test the scalability of our approach, and deployed our solutions over a prototype powered by virtual network testbed to evaluate the practicality of APRON.

Throughout this paper, in Section 2 we describe some applications where APRON can be used. Although inspired by the disaster response use case, our approach has indeed broader applicability. We present the problem in Section 3, then we describe in detail the load and failure estimator component (Section 4), that leverages a Jackson’s network model to support monitoring and control operations while the states of the network evolve. The estimator computes a close form of the average number of tasks in a mission, whether they are queued or in execution. Such an estimator can then be manipulated by application programmers to determine the utilization of each drone and the mean queuing time (both waiting and execution time) for each task. Such information can then be used (in conjunction with our APRON API) to design controllers that adapt to specific applications. We overview the components of our APRON architecture in Section 5, focusing on its Controller component and how programmability is achieved.

The audio processing application is presented in Section 6, providing details about our enhanced DNNs model. We present our experimental results in Section 7, while the presentation of the literature is in Section 8 and Section 9 concludes our paper.

2. Motivating Applications

Although we mainly focus on the disaster response scenario, we argue this solution can be utilized in many other use cases, which are affected by com-
parable problems. In the following, we briefly describe two applications whose requirements can be satisfied by using the presented approach.

**Disaster Response.** Unmanned Aerial System (UAS, i.e., drone) swarms for disaster area search and rescue are important examples of intelligent physical systems that could benefit from APRON: they can autonomously support high-level semantic interface capabilities in uncertain work environments with a minimum of operator supervision. UAS search swarms are ideal for quickly locating survivors and identifying emergent threats following earthquakes or other natural (or man-made) disasters that render structures damaged and potentially unsafe to enter. Search swarm techniques are also broadly applicable to other surveillance applications such as structural inspection, agricultural surveillance, and post-disaster family reunification via facial recognition, to name a few. The need for skilled operators limits how current generation UAS platforms can be further integrated alongside first responders, while training and budgetary constraints prevent existing lifesaving organizations from adopting this technology broadly. Autonomous search swarms will integrate with and be usable by organizations of any size and capability. For such a system to be effective, a variety of technical challenges must be addressed; UAS platforms are dramatically resource-constrained with flight times of tens of minutes, limited on-board computational capacity, power and weight limitations for sensing, and often unreliable radio links to ground operator stations. Deploying a truly intuitive tasking mechanism for such a system requires: (1) interpreting high-level semantic commands such as hand gestures or natural language, and the autonomy to execute such orders with little to no operator intervention; (2) continuous communication of the swarms’ present capability to execute orders, depending on the availability of resources such as power and current computational capacity; and (3) automatic management and maximization of those resources subject to mission objectives.

**Intelligent Transportation Systems.** The application of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to the transport sector made the classic transportation systems evolving towards an Intelligent Transportation System
Sensing, analysis, control, and communications technologies are applied to transportation in order to improve efficiency, sustainability, safety, mobility, environment impact, and comfort. Examples of ICT where APRON could be helpful are Advanced Driving Assistance Systems technologies that provide collision avoidance and driver aids, such as night vision, driver alertness, and adaptive cruise control or even fully autonomous driving systems. The reason why APRON can be useful lays in the characteristic of these systems: (i) high number of devices and produced data; (ii) wireless communications among vehicles, and between vehicles and the roadside infrastructure are inherently unstable and exacerbated by the high mobility of the (IoT) agents; (iii) collaboration among agents to exploit the sensory data; (iv) real-time, event-triggered, asynchronous and periodic generated traffic; (v) reliability and safety; (vi) cost-effective and user-friendly. In case of low-latency and location-aware services, the on-board processing of the data implies a significant processing power that is not suitable for resource-constraint devices; the processing on a centralized and far cloud implies problems due to bandwidth and latency; while, a more viable option is the delegation of the computation to the edge system, because the collection and processing of the data closer to its source reduce latencies and traffic loads to the cloud.

3. Problem Definition: Mobile Task Offloading

One example of a harsh environment where frequent connectivity losses occur due to infrastructure problems is natural or man-made disaster scenarios. We define in this section the general problem of tasks offloading from a fleet of nodes or agents, e.g., drones, to a close edge computing server. While more specific scenarios affected by the same issues are mentioned in Section 2, and Section 6 describes the application that we developed to provide the required heavy computation for the audio processing.
3.1. Problem Definition

The task offloading solutions enable the execution of complex jobs in nearby surrogate machines, often called cloudlets, instead of running them on a mobile node [18]. Typically the cloudlets are near the mobile devices and are reachable via a small edge network, to ensure low-latency connections. However, in critical scenarios, such as for disaster response, two problems need to be addressed: (i) a large number of failures occur because of hostile conditions, (ii) edge nodes are scarce and often overloaded. For these reasons, it is likely to observe unacceptable delays and significant losses, leading to an increase in average job completion time. We hence face the following challenge:

Problem 3.1. Given a set of devices offloading a set of computationally intensive jobs on an edge computing server, e.g., Ground Control System (GCS), we define the Task Offloading Problem as the edge network management problem minimizing the average completion time of an offloaded set of tasks by effectively orchestrating the load on the underlying infrastructure.

The programmable edge computing load orchestration entails two main processes: (i) enforcing a given load profile on edge agents, (ii) migrating the tasks whose expected running time is considerably high to another node that most likely completes it within a shorter time. Enforcing the load profile means that the solution aims to balance the load among the nodes of the infrastructure so that similar nodes have identical target loads. However, load balancing techniques are inappropriate when severe failures may occur, hence we design the migration process by using a self-adapting mechanism.

3.2. Task Migration Properties

To solve the Problem 3.1, two questions need to be addressed: when is it opportune to offload (both from the mobile device to a GCS and among mobile nodes), and where should the task migrate to? The solution presented leverages a proactive, self-adjusting adaptation mechanism that migrates a given task when its hosting node reaches a threshold. Such a threshold can be customized
due to the architecture of the solution (Section 5), but as default, it is set as the average number of jobs queued and running across the entire edge system.

**When do we migrate a job to another edge agent?** Each edge agent computes such a threshold independently, using Jackson’s network model. This model can be exploited to estimate the average number of tasks on each edge computing node $i$, denoting such a quantity as $\hat{n} = \mathbb{E}[n_i]$.

**Where do we migrate the job?** The destination node of the job migration schema is chosen by modeling the network as a network of queues. Task can migrate from the queue of the source node to the queue of the destination node. Let $p_{ii'}$ the probability of the migration between the source $i$ and the destination $i'$. Mathematically, our strategy can be formalized as follows: let the system be composed of $Q$ nodes (queues); the destination node $\text{dest}$ where the tasks are offloaded, is chosen by solving the following equation:

$$\text{dest} = \arg \max_{i'} p_{ii'}$$

(1)

The probability is computed to guarantee efficiency in the offloading procedure, after an evaluation phase about the migration delay overhead calculated according to the model presented in Section 4.

**Example.** Figure 1 shows an example of the task schedule of three agents. Each drone receives the set of tasks and moves from one location to the next where it has to accomplish the task. For instance, agent $v_2$ migrates its original tasks $t_2$ and $t_7$ to the drone $v_1$ and $t_{10}$ to $v_3$ in order to balance the overall load.

4. **Mission Planning via Network of Queues**

The IoT application usually affects the failure models, hence it is considered as impossible to find a failure model fitting all scenarios. For this reason, instead of predicting the failure of nodes or links, we leverage the service component to compute the probability of having a given number of tasks still to be completed. Thus, the goal is to obtain the average number of tasks in execution and in the queue. Such a piece of information can, in turn, be manipulated by the
Figure 1: Example of mission planning paths followed by three drones to complete their tasks. Migration occurs among nodes to balance the overall load. We use this figure with only a few drones to clarify the migration process and workflow, but we tested APRON’s scalability in subsequent experiments.

application to establish the instantaneous utilization of each agent and the mean queuing time for each task. Finally, this knowledge can be used to design a controller that adapts to the application.

We model the set of potentially failing nodes as a network of queues, according to Jackson network class [19]. The effect of an agent’s fault is the migration of all its tasks to a different queue. In this context, the completion time of a task in a non-failing agent is the mere waiting time that the task spends in the queue. On the other hand, the completion time of a migrated task is the sum of all the waiting times across the visited agents, plus the time spent in the queue of the agent that executes it (holding time). In fact, when a node fails, all its tasks still to be executed are migrated and reassigned to a new node. Potentially, a task can be reassigned more than once to nodes if the agent’s failure occurs before its execution.

We model each agent as a single queue storing all the tasks that will be eventually executed. Thus, the network is modeled with a network of $Q$ queues, and there is a (directed) edge from queue $i$ to queue $q$ if a task “migrates” to agent $q$ after agent $i$’s failure (Figure 2). The system is assumed to be an
**Figure 2**: Example of open Jackson queue with two agents (e.g. drones): tasks belonging to failing agents are reassigned.

*open* task replanning process constituted by $Q = \{1, 2, \ldots, Q\}$ agent’s queues, a vector $\mathbf{n} = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_Q\}$ that indicates the number of tasks belonging to each of the $Q$ queues, and an operator $T_{ii'}$ on $\mathbf{n}$:

$$T_{ii'} = (\ldots, n_i - 1, \ldots, n_{i'} + 1, \ldots)$$

(2)

that removes one element from the agent’s queue $i$ and adds it to queue $i'$, or exits the system. The term *open* denotes that tasks may enter or exit the system. We denote by $\lambda_q$ the external arrival to queue $q$, if any. The vector $\mathbf{n}$ is assumed to be a Markov process with state space:

$$\mathcal{N} = \{\mathbf{n} : n_q \geq 0, q = 1, \ldots, Q\}$$

(3)

and transition rates given by:

$$q(\mathbf{n}, T_{ii'}(\mathbf{n})) = p_{ii'},$$

(4)

where $p_{ii'}$ is the probability of a task to migrate from agent’s queue $i$ to queue $i'$ after agent $i$’s failure. The Markov process $\mathbf{n}$ is *irreducible* for $n > 0$, in other words, each task can potentially migrate from one agent’s queue to any other queue, and *aperiodic*, that is, an agent can be only temporarily unavailable, and hence a task can return to a state $i$ at any (irregular) time. Ultimately, we are able to show that, at the steady state, the distribution of the number of tasks in each queue, or being executed, obeys the “product form” distribution, *i.e.*, it can be written as the product of the probability functions depending on the single agent’s queues:
Proposition 4.1. For each agent $q$, the average arrival rate of a task in its queue is given by $\Lambda_q = \lambda_q + \sum_{k=1}^{Q} p_{kq} \Lambda_k$. In addition, if we denote with $p(n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_Q)$ the steady state probability that there are $n_q$ tasks in the $q$th agent’s queue for $q = 1, 2, \ldots, Q$, and if $\Lambda_k < \mu_q$ for $q = 1, 2, \ldots, Q$, that is, we assumed that each agent can execute at most one task at the time, and that the arrival rate is smaller than the departure rate of task from the system, and so there is a steady state distribution, then such steady state probability is computed as:

$$p(n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_Q) = p_1(n_1)p_2(n_2)\cdots p_Q(n_Q),$$

where $p_q(n_q)$ is the steady state probability that there are $n_q$ tasks in the $q$th agent’s queue, if such queue is treated as a M/M/1 queuing system with an average arrival rate $\Lambda_q$, and average task execution time $\frac{1}{\mu_q}$ for each agent. Furthermore, each agent’s queue $q$ behaves as if it were an independent M/M/1 queuing system with average arrival rate $\Lambda_q$.

Proof. Proposition 4.1 is a straightforward corollary of the Jackson’s theorem [19], in case of a single server per queue.

Based on Proposition 4.1 and Little’s law [20], hence, we estimate the number of tasks in each queue at the steady state according to the formula: $\hat{n} = E[n_i] = \frac{\rho_i}{1-\rho_i}$, where $\rho_i$ is the utilization factor of agent $i$’s queue, defined by: $\rho_i = \frac{\Lambda_i}{\mu_i}$.

In accordance with this result, the ultimate goal of the controller algorithm is to balance the utilization of all queues. Consequently, when the utilization of queue $i$ becomes too low with respect to the average of the system, the agent may request a task migration from other agents. When instead the queue utilization, or the estimated utilization, becomes too high, it means the system of agents is experiencing a high failure rate. In such a situation, the algorithm can proactively redistribute the load by increasing the replan frequency and migrating tasks to under-loaded nodes. Along with the proactive migration, when a failure occurs, the system can react by assigning the remaining tasks to another agent, thanks to a continuous monitoring function implemented by the
architecture. Further details about APRON architecture are explained in the following section.

5. APRON Architecture

In this section, we present our proposed management layer amongst the Operating System (at the bottom), e.g., Robotic Operating System (ROS) [16], and the IoT application (at the top). Figure 3 shows the management architecture, whose mechanisms allow establishing and monitoring the network connectivity, to estimate the link and node failures, and to replan the mission via a customizable controller logic. Application atop can take advantage of the provided API to customize the logic of such controllers, adapting to different failure models, as well as to customize the mission planning logic, in a centralized or distributed fashion.

In the following, we summarize the network components of the solution, including the API, and the agent mission services offered, while the next section is about the mission replanning component.

Figure 3: APRON Architecture: a management layer between the IoT application and the operating system to establish and monitor network connectivity, to estimate failures and to adapt the task (re-)planning based on the customizable controller logic.
Network Monitoring. Inspired by the vast majority of networked systems, the connectivity management component runs a network discovery protocol, and a watchdog process running a heartbeat protocol to monitor alive connections. The architecture does not require an IP address and hence does not inherit the multihoming and mobility shortcomings of the TCP/IP architecture. As in recently proposed clean-slate Internet architectures [21, 22], we bind the agent addresses to the application names, not to the network interfaces.

TLS Socket & Identity Manager. Since each agent may belong to multiple overlays, it is necessary to be authenticated ahead of the communication establishment. This component is responsible for the management of agent identities across multiple overlay networks and provides secure connectivity through the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol.

State Cache Manager. This component handles the partially replicated database while maintaining network states. The database entries are related either to static states i.e., states that depend merely on the agent, or dynamic states i.e., states that depend on the network, configuration, and connectivity condition. The state cache is also used as a log to store application states, for example, IoT device battery usage.

Service API. This service supports the customization of two main components: (i) the controller logic, that can fit multiple (failure) scenarios, (ii) the logic of the mission planning algorithm, either in a centralized or distributed fashion. In such a way, the same program suits different contexts, adapting to different requirements and network conditions.

Message Parser and Object Model. To define our object model, as well as to implement the logic of message delimiting, serializing and deserializing, we use Google Protocol Buffers [23], since it is more efficient than other text-based abstract syntax notation languages as JSON and XML.
IoT Application. Atop the APRON architecture, the application can run exploiting the services offered by the architecture. Examples of these applications are in Section 2. Among them, this paper presents an application of live audio analytic where is present the concept of Transfer Learning, as described in Section 6.

NorthBound Interface. The application can communicate with the APRON Architecture via the APIs that constitute the NorthBound Interface. All the offered services are indeed accessed through the REST APIs, a standard de-facto, which exposes the resources by using a uniform and predefined set of stateless operations.

Load and Failure Estimator. This component is the core of the architecture as it provides the information required to perform the task migration. By leveraging the methodology presented in Section 4, it computes the expected average number of tasks and compares the current state to estimate the failure rate. The load is redistributed proactively in order to prevent the failure, and, when the failure occurs, the tasks previously on the failed queue are migrated to another agent.

Mission Planning Controller. The framework supports a class of controllers to tailor the mission replanning rate $R(t)$ of the network of IoT devices, e.g., drones. However, our architecture is modular and pluggable, hence it can be extended with other user-defined controllers. By controller, we do not mean a Software-Defined Networking (SDN) controller, but feedback controller. We already implemented some controllers herein presented, whose rate depends on $\hat{n}(t)$ that denotes the estimated number of tasks currently into the network and discussed in Section 4.

Adaptive Naive (AN) controller. The replanning rate varies with the ratio between $\hat{n}(t)$ and $\hat{n}$ that represents the desired number of tasks in the system at the steady state, based to the following equation:

$$R(t + 1) = \frac{\hat{n}(t)}{\hat{n}} R(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
Adaptive Simple (AS) controller. The replanning rate varies with $\dot{n}(t)$ and $n'$ according to the following equation:

$$R(t + 1) = k(\dot{n}(t) - \ddot{n})$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $k$ is the gain term.

Adaptive Additive and Multiplicative (AAM) controller. The replanning rate varies with $\tilde{n}$ and $\hat{m}$ that are number of completed tasks and estimated number of tasks missing the deadline at time $t$, respectively:

$$R(t + 1) = \begin{cases} 
  k \frac{\hat{m}(t)}{\tilde{n}(t)+1} \hat{m}/(\tilde{n} + 1) > 0 \\
  -\alpha \text{ otherwise}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\alpha$ is a positive constant.

Customizable controller. Aside from the provided strategies that the architecture is equipped with, the replanning rate can follow other policies defined by the user, for example via the NorthBound Interface.

6. Drone-sourced live audio analytic

By exploiting the management layer aforementioned, it is possible to develop applications with resilient drone mission execution in challenged networks. We implemented a novel application in the context of disaster response scenario, where a distributed set of drones is managed in a straightforward way.

Specifically, humans control the swarm of drones to monitor the area after a disaster. The drones continuously record the audio of the environment sending it to the GCS. This machine processes the received audio, and if a human presence is detected, it sends the approximated human location to the drone. The task of the drone is hence reaching the specified position so that it is possible for the human to help survivors if necessary. When drones are used to predict and assess disaster [24] or supply emergency commodities [25] to survivors, operations must proceed as quickly and efficiently as possible. The heavy computation of feature extraction and audio processing, which is based on Neural Networks (NNs), is
Figure 4: Overview of the drone system realized exploiting the APRON underlying architecture. The computation is offloaded to the Ground Control System (GCS) that performs computationally intensive task, hence performed by a powerful machine, and the drone agent just records the audio and executes the specific commands.

In addition, the user may control a specific drone using speech instead of a computer or a physical drone controller. The human speaks directly to the personal device, where an application utilizes Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) techniques to discover the intent behind users’ words. NLU is instrumental in this process because it allows the user to speak conversationally to the program rather than memorize specific commands that are trivially passed on to the drone. These benefits are most observable when there are multiple kinds of drones that need to coordinate to solve a single mission. The personal device, e.g., mobile phone, elaborates it and sends the proper commands to the selected drone. When the drone receives the instructions, it starts a new task to perform the requested operation.

Figure 4 sketches the main components of the system, highlighting the functionalities of the elements. The whole fleet is managed by the operator who can easily instruct drones, fundamental in challenged networked environments, such as in response missions following a natural disaster.
These situations also require resilient mission systems to manage tasks in case of failure. However, this complex supervision is hidden from the human that can only focus on the execution of high-level jobs. On the other hand, the management layer ensures a resilient distributed system by monitoring and estimating the failures for each network component. When failures occur, tasks running or queued on the damaged node are reassigned to a new agent, and the user is notified of the update and the estimated effects.

This level of abstraction facilitates the rising of resilient IoT applications. In the next subsection, we describe the audio processing needed by a disaster response application; however, edge computing applications that can benefit from this processing are not limited to the presented application.

6.1. Human Activity Detector

As a use case, we implemented a binary classifier that predicts the human-nature of an audio file. We decided to adopt a transfer learning technique because it can speed up the time it takes to develop and train a model by reusing the knowledge of a complex model extensively trained on a comprehensive dataset. This helps speed up the model training process and accelerate results. Our use case does not strictly require online training, but it can be implemented in our architecture thanks to the benefit of transfer learning. We have also studied the work required to train a model to prove that online training is possible. We trained our model on the ESC-50 dataset [26], a collection of 2000 environment recordings. This dataset consists of five-seconds-long recordings organized into 50 semantical classes (with 40 examples per class) arranged into five major categories. Among these categories, the one labeled as "Human, non-speech sounds", represents the set of audio files that should be recognized by a drone when it is monitoring a disaster scene. Instead, the other classes refer to animals, natural and water sounds, domestic sounds, and urban noises.

We address the limited size of our dataset and the complexity of audio data by utilizing the concept of transfer learning. This technique aims to improve a learner from one domain by transferring knowledge from a related domain. We
choose VGGish [27] as our pre-trained model, a Convolutional Neural Network trained on Audio Set [28]. Audio Set is a dataset of generic audio events released in 2017, comprising an ontology of 632 audio event categories and a collection of 1,789,621 labeled ten-seconds-long excerpts from YouTube videos. VGGish is a variant of the VGG model, a model used for large-scale image classification. We chose this model because it is trained on a dataset that comprehends most of the classes that are present in the ESC-50 dataset. Then, the knowledge acquired by the VGGish model during its training is useful to generate an internal representation of the audio data that is employed by our final model. The changes to this model concern the input size, to make it suitable for audio features, and the final portion of the model: the last group of convolutional layers has been dropped, and a 128-wide fully connected layer acts as a compact embedding layer at the very end of the model.

We use VGGish as part of a bigger model: we append a set of convolutional layers on top of it, and we train them on the ESC-50 dataset.

7. Evaluation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our solution with the development of a C++ event-driven simulator able to run in every machine. Throughout this evaluation, we consider the use case of a networked fleet of drones deployed to accomplish a mission, constituted by a set of actions ordered by the GCS. Examples of these actions can be geo-locations to reach in order to explore the area via camera and microphone, sending the streaming that will be elaborated to locate survivors in disaster response. Each drone receives the instructions and tries to execute them; at the same time, it determines whether migration is necessary by computing a threshold. This value is estimated by using our Jackson network model and triggers the migration of tasks on board. To this end, all agents cooperate to complete the assigned jobs in the shortest possible time. We summarize in Table 1 the configuration parameters utilized during the following evaluation, where the default values are reported in bold.
We run experiments on a fleet of different sizes, namely consisting of 10, 50, 100, or 150 drones. Tests also consider varying the average distance between two consecutive geo-location needed to be visited by a drone, which has been 1, 2, 3, 5, or 10 meters. Moreover, we evaluate the performance in case of three distinct task migration policies: (i) no replanning (task migration): agents in the system do not cooperate, but each one tries to accomplish all and only the tasks in its own queue; (ii) random task replanning: when an agent’s queue exceeds a set threshold, the next drone which will receive the tasks in excess is selected randomly; (iii) closest task replanning: when an agent’s queue overcomes the threshold, the system reassigns its tasks to the closest node. In case there are
two or more agents at the same distance from the task, the destination node is the one with fewer tasks in its queue; ties are split at random if two queues have the same number of tasks.

The results demonstrate how this framework is an effective tool for the policy-based reallocation problem. A few observation can be deduced from Figures 5 - 6 - 7 regarding the overall system performance: (1) Task migration policies show shorter mission completion time. As can be seen in Figure 5a, the enforcement of (any) reallocation policy permits the agents to terminate their tasks in a shorter time. Both migration policies, i.e., random and closest policy, exploit all the available agents without overloading them. In particular, the advantage of the migration policies is higher when the number of nodes in the topology increases because tasks can be managed by more drones. (2) The closest agent policy achieves lower completion time with respect to the random task replanning policy. Figure 5a-b-c exhibit that the closest migration policy provides better performance taking advantage of all agent geo-location, hence a more efficient mission plan. The advantages of the closest policy are even larger in case of failures, as demonstrated in Figure 5c. This confirms how the selection of the closest agent produces lower completion time than the migration of the task to a random one. Nonetheless, when the percentage of failures is high, the two policies exhibit similar results. Evidence for this is in the same Figure 5c, since the confidence intervals of the two policies are slightly over-
Figure 7: (a) Bytes exchanged per node for increasing number of agents in the network. (b) Comparison with different architectures, in terms of time to complete tasks.

(3) The task completion time decreases with the agent travel distance. As expected, by increasing the average distance among two consecutive tasks, the completion time increases as well, as shown in Figure 5b. (4) The completion time increases when the drone failure increases. As evident from the Figure 5c, when the number of available drones decreases, fewer agents are available for completing the tasks, therefore the queue’s size increases, leading to an increase of the time to complete the tasks. (5) The number of failures does not affect the performance when the number of drones is reasonably low. The evaluation of the number of tasks accomplished before the failure of the first task shows that the performance does not significantly change when the number of drones is lower than 100. In fact, the points of the random policy for a small Q (Figure 6a) have the same order of the corresponding values obtained with the closest policy (Figure 6b). (6) The improved performance of closest policy involves a larger, yet reasonable, amount of messages exchanged. Figure 7a shows the messages exchanged in a centralized configuration, where the controller receives information from the agents about their status and location. For the closest task migration, more frequent packets are sent to the controller compared to the random policy, respectively every 2 seconds and every 4 seconds.

Furthermore, we compared APRON against HAP [13], a solution aiming to anticipate failures at the planning level by establishing close feedback between the high-level planning based on Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and the execution level learning capable adaptive controllers. This model is used for
replanning to account for failures and degradation. We report in Figure 7b the time to complete tasks for the two algorithms (closest policy for APRON) at varying the percentage of failures, when 50 drones are utilized. We can notice how APRON can shorten completion time w.r.t. HAP, due to its ability to control a large number of agents. On the other hand, HAP can tackle more complex environments, but at the cost of a more complex model to threat.

7.1. Audio Detector Accuracy

Part of our contribution is the development of an audio speech detector to detect the presence of possible survivors after a disaster. To evaluate the performance of each classifier, we plot the ROC curve, a standard tool used for visual comparison, which shows the trade-off between the true positive and the false positive rate. The area beneath the ROC curve measures the accuracy of the model. A model with perfect accuracy would have an area of 1.0, while a model closer to the diagonal is less accurate.

A key requirement for an audio surveillance system is the ability to detect events of interest, even in the presence of different background sounds at different energy levels. In order to address this problem, we have selected a dataset where environmental recordings are available in a unified format, 5-second-long clips, 44.1 kHz [26]. The ESC-50 dataset consists of 2000 labeled environmental recordings equally balanced between 50 classes (40 clips per class), grouped in 5 loosely defined major categories (10 classes per category): animal sounds, natural soundscapes, and water sounds, human (non-speech) sounds, interior/domestic sounds, exterior/urban noises. This dataset has been extensively studied in the literature [29, 30, 31], hence a comparison among different proposed classifiers is straightforward and one of the main advantages of such a dataset.

To reflect the real scenario, the classes are not balanced, rather the number of samples for the Human sounds class is less than the samples for the Non-Human sounds. Due to the underlying class distribution, we cannot simply compute the accuracy to check the correctness of results. Thus, we employ
Figure 8: The graphs shows the advantages of Transfer Learning usage in terms of (a) training time and (b) AUC of the classifier.

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve and Area Under the Curve (AUC) metrics to measure the accuracy of algorithms. Specifically, AUC is the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative example. It tells how much the model is capable of distinguishing between classes, and the higher AUC, the better the model is at predicting 0s as 0s and 1s as 1s.

Over such a data set, we compared several classifiers: Random Forest Classifier (RF), k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Bagging Classifier, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). These classifiers are compared against a DNNs enriched with Transfer Learning (Tran-DNNs). Two models are combined for the classification problem, where the first model applied was already trained on a different dataset. VGGish [27] is our pre-trained model, which outputs an array of 128 values for each second of the file audio. These features are the input of our model, which can now receive less but more meaningful information about the original audio. In figure 8a we demonstrate how this approach can provide a higher AUC compared to other methods where the Transfer Learning is not applied. Although the pre-trained model was validated on different data, it is extremely useful in pre-processing the audio file and providing a set of features that simplify further processing. As shown in the graph, the transferred DNNs achieves an improved AUC w.r.t. the same DNNs without the usage of the prior model.
The number of hidden layers and the number of neurons of DNNs and Tran-
DNNs is obtained via cross-validation. The optimal configuration is composed
of 3-layers with 128-128-64 neurons, where the output is a binary representation
where “0” means “Human sound”, “1” otherwise. We can hence conclude that
by using Transfer Learning, we can use a simple network for the classification
problem.

The second benefit brought by the transfer learning technique is the training
time reduction, as can be seen in Figure 8b. Results refer to a training process
performed on Ubuntu, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz. The model
receives as input a simpler version of features, with a reduced dimensionality but
higher meaningfulness. The transferred model does not need to be re-trained,
but produces as output an effective set of features, that are the input of the new
classifier.

This demonstrates how Transfer Learning can be used to saving time or
getting better performance, achieving the same performance of other methods
in a shorter amount of time. The same model (DNNs), if applied in conjunction
with a transferred model, provides higher accuracy and in a shorter amount of
time. The training time of the standard model is indeed more than five-times
the time for the model in the Transfer Learning case.

7.2. Noise Reduction

The task of audio detection also entails a noise reduction processing, which
is crucial for mitigating the noise originated by the drone rotors. To treat this
aspect, we evaluate performance over a dataset where the background noise is
prominent, similarly to the audio recorded by drones. The data are publicly
available at [32]. Although these samples are not obtained directly from drones,
this dataset is of great value, due to the similar context wherein the events are
generally mixed with a complex background. Moreover, the availability of the
source makes the reproducibility easier. The set comprises three classes, namely
glass breaking, gun shots, and screams, for a total of 6000 events. Further, these
events are available at 6 different values of signal-to-noise ratio (namely 5dB,
Figure 9: The graphs show the (a) training time and (b) AUC of the classifier applied after a noise redaction processing that is needed to mitigate the effect of drone rotors noise. The figures point out advantages of Transfer Learning usage.

Figure 10: Comparison of application performance using the closest task migration replanning policies. The graphs represent the percentage of lost tasks when 500 tasks are completed at different conditions: (a) number of drones, (b) task distance, (c) percentage of node failures.

Figure 9 shows how the Transfer Learning approach is beneficial also when a pre-processing for reducing the effect of drone rotors noise is applied. After the filter for removing such audio noises is applied, the classifier is trained to correctly detect the scream class. In this case, the training time encompasses the filtering process too, leading to an increased time compared to Figure 8b. However, the advantages brought by Transfer Learning are even more pronounced than in Figure 8, where the effects of noise were neglected.

7.3. Application Advantages

In addition to the estimation of the system performance and the comparison of different policies of APRON, we evaluate the tangible benefits for an
edge computing application. We tested specifically the proposed application (Section 6), in cases where APRON is deployed and not. In this scenario, the drones are performing the task of reaching a geo-location as in the previous examples, and the audio recording task in the background. The adverse conditions of challenged networks impose to face tasks that are lost because the node that was hosting them failed. The system is able to reassign these tasks, but the delay perceived by the user drastically increases. For this reason, a layer such as APRON is effective in mitigating the effects upon a failure. Figure 10 highlights the main 2 advantages of APRON: (i) efficient fault response, (ii) accurate failure estimation; the management layer offered by APRON allows a smaller number of lost tasks in different scenarios. The presence of APRON is evident especially in critical conditions, i.e., high percentage of node failures, a high number of drones to control. On the other hand, the distance between nodes does not notably affect the number of completed tasks.

8. Related Work

Delivering adaptive and resilient to failures services is crucial in almost every IoT network, especially for robotics and drones fleet. To tackle this problem, several solutions have been proposed due to the relevance of the problem and the many scenarios affected. We describe a few representative solutions to clarify our contributions to the resilient task planning problem, as well as equivalent audio processing applications.

**IoT at the edge.** The proliferation of IoT devices led to the generation of a massive amount of data. The processing of collected data and the decisions making could be performed onboard, but this approach inevitably drains the battery of the IoT device. On the other hand, central cloud servers are inefficient at handling all the collected data because of limited computing, communication, storage, high overall energy, and, most importantly, latency. To better address this problem, recent solutions have proposed the offloading of data processing at the edge of the network. The proximity to the IoT devices is the key enabler of
several advantages such as low and predictable latency, reduction of bandwidth consumption, context awareness.

When an edge computing service is deployed, several challenges have to be faced, such as the implementation of an offloading strategy to efficiently distribute the workload in the system, handle the mobility (or communication disconnection) while reliable cooperation is guaranteed [33, 34, 35]. In this context, the drone itself may be considered as a fog node.

Resilient and Adaptive IoT Systems. Critical applications and the surrounding environment can be affected by problems, e.g., interference, medium access conflicts, multipath fading, shadowing, which can cause significant packet losses. More specifically, the disaster response scenario is tied to edge offloading and its effectiveness is crucial for some applications. We could mention the real-time video conferencing with the incident commander featuring face recognition of disaster victims [36], or the detection of children in an attempt to reunite them with their guardians [37], whereas virtual beacons can be mainly used to track their location. In this scenario, the reliability is essential for the effectiveness of the applications [38]. [39] and [13] focus on the prediction of failures, where the former applies a Bayesian-inference probabilistic for the computation of the estimate failure probability in case of monitored batteries. In the latter, the authors present close feedback between the high-level planning based on Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and the execution level learning-focused adaptive controllers. By exploiting this feedback, the framework anticipates the failures and reassesses vehicle capabilities after the failures. This proactive behavior allows an efficient replanning to account for changing capabilities. However, our solution does not predict the failure of links or agents, but it computes a close form of the average number of tasks in a mission, that can be used to adapt to the situation of the system.

Moreover, the adaptability and the persistence of distributed IoT systems can exploit decentralized approaches [11, 12, 40, 13]. In [41] the authors faced the problem of task allocation and scheduling over a heterogeneous team of human operators and robotic agents. The human operator acts as the centralized
component that interacts with unmanned agents. Operator, vehicle, and task
are selected according to a multi-objective optimization function that depends
on a reward assigned when the task is completed, the cost of the vehicle to
perform the task, and the cost of the operator to supervise the task assignment.

As in [41], our solution can also be used to distribute workload efficiently among
agents, but our predictive system is based on a Jackson network approach. Our
solution is indeed agnostic to the agent architecture and can manage both cen-
tralized and distributed management approaches.

**Prediction with a network of queues.** The network services have also been
studied for shared (peer-to-peer) storage networks, with the aim of checking
the robustness. For example, a theoretical control approach to modeling and
predicting data availability through redundancy is proposed in [42]. New re-
dundant fragments need to be introduced in order to ensure a given level of
availability in the event of storage node failures.

Inspired by [42], we leverage a network queuing model to estimate objects
(tasks) that will temporarily or permanently disappear from the agent’s (peer to
peer) network; however, our failure prediction model is different, as we model
an agent failure and the reassignment of its task with a Jackson network of
queues [19].

**Machine Learning for Audio Detection.** A key assumption for machine
learning and data mining algorithm is that the training data must be in the same
feature space and have the same distribution of the predicted data. However, in
certain real-world scenarios, this assumption does not hold. Indeed, collecting
the needed training data that provide the characteristics of the test data can
be difficult and expensive. Thus, related data is usually added to the dataset
to prevent this problem, but the difference in data affects the prediction of the
learner. In such cases, transfer learning techniques would greatly improve the
performance of the model avoiding many expensive data-labeling efforts [43].

Recent research has widely studied the effectiveness of transfer learning
applied to image classification. Moreover, many pre-trained models ready to
be used for knowledge transfer are available. For example, Keras, one of the
most popular deep learning library, provides model definitions and pre-trained weights for many popular architectures, such as VGG16 [44], ResNet50 [45], Xception [46], MobileNet [47], and more.

However, the success of transfer learning applied to the image domain has not been ported to the audio domain, due to the complexity of the latter. Audio signals contain many more features compared to static images. Thus, only a few complex pre-trained models are available to the research community, and mostly they are an adaption of popular models for image recognition, such as VGGish [27]. For this reason, knowledge transfer has not been extensively employed in this field, and most of the studies revolve on Music Information Retrieval [48, 49, 50] rather than audio classification. In fact, sound detection has its own uniqueness, which makes it hard to apply and port among different use cases. Nevertheless, some attempts in voice recognition fields provide very good results, as in [51] where the spherical k-means algorithm for feature learning is adopted for audio signals. Xu et al. presented an interesting work about the detection of semantic events in soccer video by applying a heuristic mapping. This is done by means of audio keywords, created from low-level audio features by using support vector machine learning.

9. Conclusion

This paper exposes a novel edge computing application which, leveraging Machine Learning algorithms, is able to detect the presence of humans in disaster scenarios. To speed up the computation and guarantee acceptable reliability of the application, we also deployed a management architecture whose goal is to re-plan tasks in the presence of challenged edge networks. Such a layer leverages Jackson’s network queues model to estimate the number of tasks, queued or in execution. Thus, the application can determine the instantaneous utilization of each IoT device, and the mean queuing time (both waiting and execution time) for each task to be executed or offloaded to the edge of the network. Our results demonstrate how this management layer is an effective tool for policy
programmability of the mission re-planning problem for any IoT device deployed in challenged networked environments. Furthermore, the time for the audio processing is reduced when the underlying service is running, since the application atop can exploit functionalities able to improve the overall performance of the system.
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